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6 CASAS Tutor

Lesson 3  Round Numbers to Nearest Hundredth

To estimate is to find an answer that is close to the exact answer. One way to estimate is to 
round. You can round whole numbers and decimal numbers to any place.

Example  A parade was attended by 8,726 people. In its headline, the local
newspaper rounded the attendance to the nearest thousand people. 
What number appeared in the headline?

1) Identify what place value you are
rounding to. In this case, you are
rounding to the thousands.

2) Look at the digit to the right of the
rounding place.

8,726

3) Compare the hundreds digit to 5. If the
digit is 5 or greater, round up to the next
thousand.

Because 7 is greater than 5, add 1 to the thousands place and replace the digits to the right of 
the rounding place with zeros.

8,726 rounds to 9,000

The newspaper reported that 9,000 attended the parade.

You can round decimals just as you would round whole numbers. Rounding numbers is a 
method used to estimate. To round a number to a particular place, look at the digit to its right.

• If it is 5 or more, round up. • If it is less than 5, round down.

Example  A new laptop costs $550.39. A store wants to advertise the price using a
whole number, and will round the price to the ones place. What number 
appears in the ad?

1) Identify the place value you are
rounding to. In this case, you are rounding
to the ones.

2) Look at the digit to the right of the
rounding place.

$550.39

3) Compare the tenths digit to 5. If the digit
is less than 5, round down. Because 3 is less
than 5, the ones place will stay the same and
you can replace the digits to the right of the
decimal point with zeros.

$550.39 rounds to $550.00

The store advertises the laptop as costing $550. 

8 is in the 
thousands place.

7 is in the place to the 
right, in the hundreds 
place.

0 is in the ones 
place.

3 is in the place to the 
right, in the tenths 
place.
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Lesson 3 7

Practice

Read each question. Select the correct answer.

1 A theater has a capacity of 915 people. 
What is the theater’s capacity when 
rounded to the nearest hundred?

A. 900

C. 920

B. 910

D. 1,000

2 A new couch costs $1,212.48. What is 
the cost of the couch when rounded to 
the nearest ten?

A. $1,212.50

C. $1,210.00

B. $1,212.00

D. $1,200.00

3 A jug full of water weighs 41.76 pounds. 
What is the jug’s weight when rounded 
to the nearest tenth?

A. 42.0 pounds 

C. 41.7 pounds

B. 41.0 pounds 

D. 41.8 pounds

4 A train ride is 42.43 minutes long. How 
long is the train ride when rounded to 
the nearest ten?

A. 42.0 minutes 

C. 41.0 minutes

B. 42.4 minutes 

D. 40.0 minutes

5 The distance between two cities is 
216.35 miles. What is the distance 
when rounded to the nearest one?

A. 216.0 miles 

C. 216.3 miles

B. 217.0 miles 

D. 216.4 miles

6 A town has a population of 62,939 
people. What is the town’s population 
when rounded to the nearest thousand?

A. 62,000

C. 62,940

B. 62,900

D. 63,000

7 A box weighs 32.485 kilograms. What 
is the box’s weight when rounded to the 
nearest hundredth?

A. 32.40 kg

C. 32.49 kg

B. 32.48 kg

D. 32.50 kg

8 An electric bill is $112.63. What is the 
cost of the bill when rounded to the 
nearest one?

A. $112.00

C. $112.70

B. $112.60

D. $113.00

 9 A dog weighs 57.38 pounds. What is 
the dog’s weight when rounded to the 
nearest tenth?

A. 57.0 pounds 

C. 57.4 pounds

B. 57.3 pounds 

D. 58.0 pounds

 10 A carpenter needs to cut a piece of wood 
that is exactly 12.65 feet long. Which 
piece of wood could he use?

A. 12.0 feet

C. 12.5 feet

B. 12.3 feet

D. 12.8 feet

Sometimes benchmark 
numbers can help you 
compare and round 
numbers. Examples of 
benchmark numbers 
are 0, 0.5, 1, and 1.5.

Strategy

Guided Practice

1. A grocery store bill comes to $56.47. What is the cost of the bill
rounded to the nearest tenth?

A. $56.40

C. $56.47

B. $56.45

D. $56.50

1. D To round to the nearest tenth, look at the place to the right,
which is the hundredths place. Compare the hundredths digit to 
5. Because 7 is more than 5, round up. 56.47 rounds to 56.50.
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